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Hello world



Long term challenges with climate, biodiversity and resource depletion aren’t 
solved by organisations with a short term focus.

Citizens bring in a different perspective, other values, genuine engagement and... 
the power of crowdsourcing.

Our goal is the democratisation of knowledge, enabling a dialogue between 
experts, policy makers and citizens on an equal footing on the urgent issues of 
our times.

Knowledge belongs to everyone
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Knowledge
Our goal is to produce and share scientific knowlegde.

Open
We produce open data, open knowledge and open source technology.

Sustainable
We take care of the persistent availability of our results.

Inclusive
All our meetings are openly accessible, everyone may join. Knowledge is shared 
in a comprehensible way. In order to ensure privacy and affordability we use 
open tools.

Reciprocal
Those who benefit from our community are expected to contribute back to it.

Community Science Manifesto



 The ivory tower no longer stands isolated in the fields. It is surrounded by
   accessible buildings, garages, a public square and the bazar in diverse landscape.

       Beware of institutional targets like outreach, participation or revenue.

              Please come and play along, contribute in knowledge and yes,
                  also a little funding.
 
chat app.element.io/#/room/#meetjestad:matrix.org
wiki meetjestad.net
data meetjestad.net/data
tech github.com/meetjestad
conf koppelting.org/en/meetkoppel21

info@meetjestad.net

Let’s get serious about 
science as a hobby


